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Learning Commons: A Brief Review

- Purpose – then
- Movement Forward
- Purpose – now
Value & Assessment

• Value
  • University - wide goals
  • Libraries

• Assessment
  • University perspective
  • Libraries perspective
Whose Space Is It?

- University Administration
- Library Administration
- Student-centered = Student Space?
- Collaborative imperative
Learning Studio @KU

• About Anschutz Learning Studio
  • Before the Learning Studio
  • After
  • 4 years after
Learning Studio - Outreach

- Outreach Before
- Outreach Now
  - Water cooler basis
  - Intentional outreach
    - Non-academic Departments
    - Academic Departments
- Future Directions
The Hub & ASK Center @FIU

- Space
- Planned use of space
- Current use of space
Policy Development @FIU

• Policies
• Implementation
• Follow through
ASK Center @Hubert Library & Collaboration

• Work with collaborators
• Differing view points
  • Services
  • Who’s responsible for these services
Pitfalls with Learning Spaces

- Outreach
- Policy development
Thank you

Questions?